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Abstract
Regional unemployment rates come in different forms. They are the input and output of models. They are the backbone of suggestions and conclusions. The paper aims to discuss some of the problems that are associated with the use of regional unemployment rates. We will focus attention on conceptual problems, problems of data quality and on some of the new problems that have arisen due to the widespread use of new information technology. The paper looks into some more details at the official rate of regional unemployment in Germany that is based on the concept of registered unemployment. Due to technical and organizational restrictions the data utilized show shortcomings in a number of important ways. One is the mismatch of the time reference of the various components of the labour force. It can argued that in view of the severe shortcomings the official regional unemployment rate is incorrect. A way is shown how some of the these problems can be circumvented at least partly. There is still much work to be done with defining rates that measure the phenomenon of regional unemployment under the constraints of data availability and data quality.
1 Introduction

Regional unemployment rates come in different forms. They are the input and output of models. They are the backbone of our suggestions and conclusions. We discuss conclusions from the data. If they are suspect, conclusions are suspect. If the data are accurate, conclusions are more likely to be supportable, but much rests in the quality of interpretations. Democratic societies thrive on quality data and interpretations.

In this paper we will outline some of the problems that are associated with the use of regional unemployment rates. Solutions to many of the problems are obvious, that is, more care and attention should be given to the issues involved, but many of the problems will require an extra effort for their solution. The tyranny that threatens the research community is that data exercise a power over us that can lead to misinterpretations. Conceptual, measurement and data quality problems basically cause scholars difficulty. For many researchers, frustration and disappointment attend the realisation that a key phrase on data category has changed definition. For example, while this was done for good reason, the change makes it difficult to compare regional labour market data taken before year 1998 with those gathered later. One solution, of course, is to ignore the change, but then how good is the research? In addition, those working with census data know that tract boundaries often changed.

The paper is organized as follows. The section that follows argues that unemployment is a complex phenomenon difficult to measure. There are a number of ways to define and to measure this phenomenon. Two major concepts may be distinguished: the one based on labour force surveys and the other based on registration. The German case serves as the context for the discussion. Section 3 considers the regional unemployment rate that is used by official institutions in Germany and points to measurement and data quality problems. In section 4 a modification of this rate is suggested to circumvent some of these problems at least partially. Evidence is provided how these rates differ in space. The paper is rounded up with a brief summary and some conclusions.

2 Regional Unemployment: Conceptual, Measurement and Data Quality Issues
The dynamics of labour market processes have been the subject of considerable interest in recent times due to at least three interrelated, policy-related reasons:

- **First**, most advanced economies have been confronted with high aggregate rates of unemployment partly due to a recession of world demand for goods and service, a lack of international competitiveness in the countries concerned and changes in the labour supply (see Layard, 1991).
- **Second**, the same countries have also displayed strong variations in the rate of regional unemployment either between core and peripheral regions, between urban centres and their hinterlands or both (see Pehkonen, 1998).
- **Third**, there has been a shortage of labour supply in certain IT oriented occupations. This last phenomenon which leads to structural unemployment is more colloquially referred to as the problems of mismatch.

### 2.1 Different Types of Unemployment Viewed from a Regional Labour Market Perspective

The basic assumption underlying regional labour market research is that spatial disaggregations of the labour market provide additional insight into the observed labour market behaviour, by both identifying various internal forces operating within individual regional labour markets and revealing the external forces which are transmitted between different regional labour markets via various economic, social and institutional-political linkages. Thus, the description and definition of a regional labour market is of central importance.

Even if there is no simple definition which may be universally appropriate for all types of regional labour market analysis, three criteria seem to be important for forming a more general definition of a regional labour market (see Fischer and Nijkamp 1991): travel-to-work, the markets employment opportunities and the accessibility to market information about job offers, actual and potential future wages etc. Based upon these criteria, a regional labour market may be defined to be a spatially delineated area that fulfills the following boundary requirements:

- **first**, daily travel-to-work across the boundary is insignificant,
second, the pecuniary and non-pecuniary commuting and migration costs within the boundary of the region are significantly less than those between this region and any other region of the economy,

third, firms are located so that they can obtain the major properties of their potential labour supply within the boundary of the region,

fourth, although information about vacancies and wages is imperfect, for the regional labour force search costs within the region are significantly less than those searching in an alternative region.

Unemployment is by no means a homogenous phenomenon. First, unemployment is unevenly distributed among regions and individuals. The fact that the problems of unemployment have become serious in several regional labour markets such as in traditional industrial and peripheral areas is not a controversial point. There are also strong spatial and occupational variations in unemployment that affect some individuals more than others. Especially, young workers as labour market entrants, females and foreign workers or minority groups suffer disproportionately more than others from greatly reduced labour demand (Angrist, 1998).

Second, there are different types of unemployment. From a regional labour market perspective five major categories of unemployment may be distinguished (Gleave and Palmer, 1980):

- **regional frictional unemployment** which arises when a person is temporarily unemployed between two jobs and occurs because a wage bargain cannot be struck because of the lack of knowledge about jobs on offer, because of interregional transport problems or a combination of both,
- **regional demand deficient unemployment** that occurs because aggregate supply exceeds aggregate labour demand,
- **regional occupational structural unemployment** that relates to an intraregional mismatch of skills, where people find their skills not employable because they have become technologically redundant in the part of country where they live,
- **interregional structural unemployment** that occurs because of a spatial mismatch between demand and supply within a specific occupational labour market,
- **regional structural unemployment** that accounts for the remaining categories of unemployment due to both a spatial and occupational mismatch of labour supply and demand.
Regional unemployment can not be evaluated with rigour for two reasons: First, published employment data are not particularly reliable for a number of reasons, and second, vacancy data which are needed for an accurate measurement of unemployment types are definitely inaccurate. Some of these inadequacies are specific to the German case that provides the context for the discussion in this paper.

### 2.2 Unemployment - A Fuzzy Concept

What is unemployment? This question that appears to have an obvious answer becomes less obvious and fuzzy in nature when examined in detail. There are a number of ways to define unemployment and the appropriation of the definition depends in large part upon its use. Unemployment may be defined with some precision in relation to individuals searching for work and their willingness to accept the market wage for a particular type of job. But, it is usually not measured in this way.

Two types of unemployment data are available in Europe: unemployment data from labour force surveys (most prominently the Commission’s Labour Force Survey) and unemployment data based on registered unemployment. These data rely on different conceptual definitions and distinct measurement concepts. The issue of precision in the measurement of unemployment is currently the subject of much controversy in Europe. None of the two types of unemployment data is able to provide accurate measurement of the phenomenon.

Registered unemployment is functionally related to claiming unemployment benefits. As a consequence, those who are ineligible to claim and those who claim through a different mechanism such as persons in early retirement schemes need not to register as being unemployed. The following groups of workers who might be registered as unemployed according to our conceptual definition do not figure in registered unemployment statistics:

- persons participating in active labour market policy programs of various kinds including early retirement schemes,
- young people aged under 25 years who are on training or work experience schemes,
- married women involved in child care, etc.
Against the underregistration some males – with occasional employment in the black economy – do register as being unemployed when in fact they are not. In Germany, many commentators and academics suggest that the true level of unemployment is about 4 percent points above the registered official level. Clearly, there is no objective resolution to this problem than saying that the boundary between unemployment and inactivity is fuzzy in nature, defined politically and economically and becomes a major problem in regional unemployment analysis if spatial variation in registration occurs among the questionable groups.

Labour force surveys may shed some light on the boundary between unemployment and inactivity, but show other serious limitations. The discussion that follows refers to unemployment data based on the Commission’s Labour Force Survey, the principal source of cross-national comparative statistical data on the labour force in Europe.

2.3 Unemployment Figures Based on the Communities Labour Force Survey

The Commission’s Labour Force Survey (LFS) has been designed to provide consistent European-wide measurement and accounting framework for employment, unemployment and inactivity in order to provide the basic statistics against which Community policy can be formulated and evaluated. The main units of measurement are households. In Germany, for example, the survey program is based on 0.45 percent of the resident population in private households including professional militaries but excluding conscripts. The survey involves interviews performed once a year and provides statistical information on three categories of the population in employable age: Persons in employment, unemployed persons and inactive persons (Eurostat, 1999). So – called inactive persons include sick and disabled, full time students, the early retired and those looking after families.

The unemployed are defined in accordance with the ILO (International Labour Office) recommendations and as an affirmative answer to a question like: “Are you currently unemployed?” The implicit definition of unemployment consequently varies with the identity of the respondent but includes those 15 years and older persons that are, first without work (that is, not in paid employment or self employment) during the reference period; second, are available to start work within two weeks of the reference period, and third, had used an active method of seeking work at some time during the reference period. The reference period
involves four weeks preceding the survey interview. The survey is usually carried out at the end of April or in May. It is important to note that already a working time of one hour a week during the reference period distinguishes employment from unemployment. The tailored questionnaire allows a more focused approach to the design of questions, permits a range of interesting questions to identify the phenomenon of unemployment.

The limitations of unemployment figures based on the Community Labour Force Surveys are evident:

♦ *first*, the data refer to the reference period and, thus, do not allow to study seasonal effects;
♦ *second*, the concept of measurement relies on self-declaration of unemployment and, thus, may lead to non-sampling errors and reduce the value of the information collected;
♦ *third*, the measurements are not only affected by a wide variety of non-sampling errors, but also subject to sampling errors. Even though there are techniques available to access these errors they are generally not applied due to cost reasons.
♦ Data collection is carried out at the spatial level of NUTS II regions. This may be appropriate to measure unemployment at the national level, but less appropriate for gathering the complex picture of unemployment at a finer spatial resolution such as NUTS III regions.

### 2.4 Unemployment Figures Based on Registration

Unemployment figures based on registration are derived from administrative records of unemployed people registered as job seekers at employment offices, a conditio sine qua non to claim unemployment benefits. In Germany, the registered unemployed are those without employment, who are registered at a public employment office and are directly available for a job (insured employment) of at least 15 hours per week. “Without employment” means no employment at all, less than 15 hours per week as employed, self-employed or employment in a status of family working, or continuation of self-employment /family working to the extent of 15 to 18 hours per week (Bundesanstalt für Arbeit, 2001). This specification has serious implications for the calculation of unemployment rates as will be seen later in section 3. On
the one hand a person can be registered to be unemployed and simultaneously employed at the other as low paid part time or marginal worker (geringfügig Beschäftigter).
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Source: Eurostat and Federal Employment Service

**Figure 1:** The Two Unemployment Rates Differ

Rates based upon registration do not tell the whole story, because some countries like Germany shift people out of unemployment statistics into categories of inactivity, notable disability and early retirement. Also students and school-leavers seeking for an apprenticeship or conscripts are not registered as unemployed. Because eligibility criteria widely differ across countries cross-national comparisons are fraught with major difficulties. Those working with registered unemployment data know that ineligibility criteria are often changed so that analysing unemployment trends even within one country may be difficult in nature. The last policy change in this respect happened in Germany in 1998.

Despite the above limitations the concept of registered unemployment tends to be superior to the concept between Community Labour Force Survey, due to at least two reasons:

- *First*, the concept provides continuous observations, and not only one discrete observation per year.
- *Second*, the data are presented at the level of administrative districts, a finer spatial resolution than the NUTS II regions.
Figure 1 provides evidence that unemployment rates based on registration and unemployment rates based on the Communities Labour Force Survey widely differ. They indeed measure different phenomena.

3 The Official Unemployment Rate in Germany

3.1 Definition

The official regional unemployment rate in Germany is based on the concept of registered unemployment and defined as follows:

\[
UR_{r,t} = \frac{U_{r,t}}{LF_{r,t-n}}
\]

where \(U_{r,t}\) denotes the number of registered unemployed in region \(r\) at time \(t\), while \(LF_{r,t-n}\) refers to the labour force in \(r\) at time \(t-n\) \((n \geq 1)\). \(LF_{r,t-n}\) is given by the sum of the following six different labour force components:

\[
LF_{r,t-n} = (DE_{r,t-n1} + U_{r,t-n1} + CS_{r,t-n2}) + (MW_{r,t-n3} + SE_{r,t-n3} + FW_{r,t-n3})
\]

with

\(DE_{r,t-n1}\) employees in dependent employment in region \(r\) at time \(t-n1\); dependent employers are persons working under a contract of employment in exchange for a wage or salary (including persons participating in job creation programs),

\(U_{r,t-n1}\) registered unemployed in region \(r\) at time \(t-n1\),

\(CS_{r,t-n2}\) civil servants in region \(r\) at time \(t-n2\),

\(MW_{r,t-n3}\) marginal part time workers in region \(r\) at time \(t-n3\) (that is, persons working regularly below a certain number of hours per week and/or below a certain monthly wage),

\(SE_{r,t-n3}\) self-employed in region \(r\) at time \(t-n3\),

\(FW_{r,t-n3}\) family workers in region \(r\) at time \(t-n3\) (that is, persons assisting in the operation of a family business without receiving a wage or salary).
Different information sources are necessary to measure the various labour force components. The micro census is the source of data for the family workers (FW), the self-employed (SE), the marginal part time workers (MW; until 1998) and the civil servants (CS). The German micro census is an annual one percent household sample survey with the reference week at the end of April and focussing at the regional level of provinces. The micro census shows the same shortcomings as the Community Labour Force Survey and requests to convert the data from the provincial level to the district level. Finally it is important to note that there has been a policy change with respect to marginal part time workers. Since 1999 this component is being registered in the same way as dependent employees (DE) and became a part of the employment statistics of the Federal Employment Services. A registered unemployed may take up a job less than 15 hours a week and will remain in the data file of the unemployed. That is, he/she is counted as unemployed and as marginal worker at the same time.

3.2 Updating Procedure

The unemployment rate $UR_{r,t}$ defined by Equations (1) – (2) is updated each quarter. $U_r$, is a continuous variable while the various components of the labour force in the denominator are discrete in nature, measured once a year. This is the reason why the denominator remains fixed for four quarters in the updating process starting with the June rate. In order to clarify the way of calculating the rate let us consider the regional unemployment rate for spring quarter (March 1999, for example) in comparison to the summer quarter of the same year. The spring quarter regional unemployment rate is defined as

$$UR_{r,t} = \frac{U_{r,t}}{(DE_{r,t-21} + U_{r,t-21} + CS_{r,t-33})_{full\text{-}survey} + (MW_{r,t-23} + SE_{r,t-23} + FW_{r,t-23})_{sample\text{-}survey}}$$

where $t$ refers to March 1999. The first three components of the denominator come from data sources of full surveys and are provided by the labour market statistics of the Federal Employment Services. They include all employment relationships which are subject to social security and all registered unemployed. The reference date is June 1997 for the variables DE and U, and June 1996 for CS. The remaining three components are micro census information that had been conducted in April 1997.

The summer quarter regional unemployment rate is defined as
\[ UR_{r,t} = \frac{U_{r,j}}{\left( DE_{r,t-12} + U_{r,t-12} + CS_{r,t-24} \right)_{\text{full-survey}} + \left( MW_{r,t-14} + SE_{r,t-14} + FW_{r,t-14} \right)_{\text{sample-survey}}} \]  (4)

where \( t \) refers to June 1999. Note that the lag of time between the numerator and the denominator of the rate varies between 12 and 24 months in the case of the summer rate, while between 21 and 33 months in the case of the spring rate. The reason for this is the change of the time reference of the updating procedure that happens to occur between the first and second quarter of the year.

Even with the use of modern information technologies the updating process takes much time because the components of the labour force are stored in different formats and data-standards. They have to pass through many institutional processes of the data collecting organizations, such as the local employment offices responsible for collecting the unemployed data, social insurance agencies doing the data processing of employees or the Federal Statistical Office carrying out the micro census. Data are stored in disparate legacy systems running different operating systems and they must be transferred from one system to another for integration. Changing the applications always requires converting data. These conversions are generally very complex and require much effort and time especially if the spatial resolution is not the same. Even within an organization this problem is characterized by inconsistent data models, disparate data structures, and poor quality of data. Problems arise if several organizations are involved in data processing activities such as the Federal Employment Service and Federal Statistical Office. It is not uncommon to find a situation in which there are different data structures for data-dimensions of gender, age, period of reference or region for participants of the labour force. These problems are difficult to solve in the short and medium run. Thus, we propose a modification of the above rate that circumvents, at least partly, some of the appeared methodological problems involved.

4 Modification of the Rate of Regional Unemployment

4.1 Why?
There are good reasons to argue that the rate of regional unemployment as defined by Equations (1) – (2) along with its updating procedure is incorrect:

- **first**, the numerator and denominator refer to distinct points in time (t versus t-n1, t-n2, t-n3),
- **second**, in particular the number of unemployed in the numerator and the denominator do not match (t versus t-n1)
- **third**, the six components of the labour force refer to distinct points in time (t-n1, t-n2, t-n3),

The problem is aggravated by the fact that the time lag n (n = n1, n2, n3) amounts to 24 months in updating the summer rate and to 33 months in updating the spring rate. Certainly, it makes not much sense to assume no change in the spatial flexibility of labour supply, shifts of demand, migration etc. in a period of 24/33 months. During this period the labour force has been changed by one percent per year on average over all districts.

### 4.2 Proposal for a Modified Rate of Regional Unemployment

In order to circumvent some of the problems mentioned above we suggest to replace the official by the following rate

\[ UR_{r,t}^{\text{mod}} = \frac{U_{r,t}}{DE_{r,t-n} + U_{r,t-n}} \]

where \( U \) and \( DE \) are defined as above. The unemployment data are based on registration, the dependent employment data come from the employment statistics of the Federal Employment Services. This rate does not solve the problem completely (the number of unemployed in the numerator and denominator do not match), but evidently leads to some improvements: **First**, the labour force components refer to the same point in time (t-n). **Second**, the time lag is n = 12 for the summer rate so that seasonal effects are avoided. This advantage is being achieved at the loss of four minor components of the labour force (CS, MW, SE, FW). This requires some evaluation. Even though the issue is still very unsettled, some remarkable evidence can be seen from Table 1.
Table 1: The Official Rate $UR$ and the Modified Rate $UR^{mod}$ of Regional Unemployment in Comparison: Some Basic Statistics for Selected Points in Time at the NUTS III Level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$UR$</td>
<td>$UR^{mod}$</td>
<td>$UR$</td>
<td>$UR^{mod}$</td>
<td>$UR$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample Mean</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of Variation</td>
<td><strong>34.0</strong></td>
<td><strong>33.9</strong></td>
<td><strong>32.3</strong></td>
<td><strong>31.9</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Labour Market Statistics; Regional Information System of the Institute for Employment Research ABIS.REG

Table 1 provides some basic statistics comparing the modified rate of regional unemployment, $UR^{mod}$, with the official rate of regional unemployment, $UR$, utilizing the 327 administrative districts (NUTS III level) in summer (= second quarter) in West-Germany (1995-1999). According to the expectations, the sample mean slightly increases as does the range, the standard deviation, and the coefficient of variation. No doubt, the differences may be larger in individual cases, but are relatively low on average. The difference between $(UR_{r,d}^{mod} - UR_{r,d}) = 1.33$ percent points or measured in terms of $(UR_{r,d}^{mod} / UR_{r,d}) \times 100$ equal to 15.04 percent. This latter measure ranges from 8.43 percent (district Segeberg with $UR_{6.99} = 7.9\%$; $UR_{6.99}^{mod} = 8.6\%$) to 34.86 percent (district Waldshut with $UR_{6.99} = 8.3\%$; $UR_{6.99}^{mod} = 11.2\%$).
Figure 2: Number of Unemployed Persons in Germany-West (1994 - 2000)

Note that the number of unemployed in Equation (5) do not yet match, but at least they refer to the same month, in concurrent years (time lag n = 12 months). This is certainly not satisfactory even at national level (see Figure 2 for empirical evidence), but a first step towards a more useful rate of regional unemployment.
Figure 3: Where Do the Official Rate of Unemployment $UR$ and the Modified Rate $UR^{mod}$ Differ? (December 1999, NUTS III level)
Another evident step would be to modify $UR_{r,t}^{\text{mod}}$ as follows

$$UR_{r,t}^{\text{mod}^{-1}} = \frac{U_{r,t}}{(DE_{r,t-n} + U_{r,t})}$$

(6)

where $U$ in the numerator and denominator refers to the same point in time. Figure 3 provides empirical evidence in which regions the official and the modified rate of regional unemployment differ. Differences are measured in terms of the ratio $(UR_{r,t}^{\text{mod}^{-1}} / UR_{r,t})$ at the spatial level of NUTS III regions, with $t$ denoting the fourth quarter of 1999. Districts with a value below 100 indicates those regions where the official rate is higher than the modified rate. This occurs especially in rural regions characterised by high seasonal fluctuations of unemployed. On the other hand the official unemployment rate seems to underestimate unemployment in core cities of agglomeration. Note, that the deficiency of the official rate of regional unemployment is essentially caused by the different numbers of unemployed in the numerator and denominator which refer to different points in time. From all this evidence we conclude that there is little reason to use the official regional unemployment rate. For this reason we recommend a modified regional unemployment rate reduced to two main components: unemployed and dependent employed persons.

5 Summary and Conclusions

What is unemployment? This question that appears to have an obvious answer, becomes less obvious when examined in detail. There are a number of ways to define and two major concepts to measure unemployment. The appropriateness of both, the definition and the measurement concept, depends in large part upon the use. In most surveys, unemployment is defined as an affirmative answer to a question like: “Are you currently employed?” The implicit definition of unemployment consequently varies with the identity of the respondent on the one side but sheds some light on the boundary between unemployment and inactivity on the other. Registered unemployment functionally related to claiming unemployment benefits avoids the problems inherent to the surveying technique, but neglects those who claim through different mechanism such as persons in early retirement schemes. Consequently, the results may substantially differ, because they are derived from different
notions of unemployment and, thus, populations from the one side and different measurement concepts from the other.

The paper looks in some more details at the official rate of regional unemployment in Germany that is based on the concept of registered unemployment. Data for updating this regional unemployment rate come in many different formats. The recorded observations are stored in different information systems with different architectures. The problem of sharing data among a number of organizations is complex and hard to solve. Due to technical and organizational restrictions the data utilized in the official rate of regional unemployment show various shortcomings in a number of important ways. One is the mismatch of the time reference of the numerator and denominator of the rate on one side and the distinct components of the labour force on the other. It can argued that in view of the severe shortcomings the official regional unemployment rate does not measure what it is intended to measure. The rate may be senseless in the case of regions characterised by high fluctuations of the labour force. A way is shown how some of these problems can be circumvented partly. There is still much work to be done with defining rates that measure the phenomenon of regional unemployment under the constraints of data availability and data quality. In any case much rests on the quality of interpretation.
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